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LOW CARBON SOCIETY
From Blueprint To Implementation

The ‘12th International Conference on World Class Sustainable Cities 2021’
(WCSC 2021) themed ‘Low Carbon Society: From Blueprint to
Implementation’, will be addressing issues pertaining to low carbon cities,
sustainable urban mobility, urban environment / greenery, and climate
change. According to UN Habitat, cities consume 78 per cent of the world's
energy and produce more than 60 per cent of greenhouse gas emissions. At
the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Denmark and
having ratified the Paris Agreement 2015, Malaysia has committed to
reducing its carbon emission intensity in comparison to Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) by 45% by the year 2030 relative to the emissions intensity
of GDP in year 2005.
Cities globally are taking initiatives and working on a sustainable
urbanization approach that centers on reducing the carbon footprint or
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of cities by means of minimizing or
abolishing the utilization of energy sourced from fossil fuels and tackling
climate change. A low carbon city is a society where people collaborate and
put efforts into reducing the amount of carbon dioxide emissions, whether
emitted from the hustle and bustle of daily life, or from commercial and
industrial activities.
Established since 2009, the ‘International Conference on World Class
Sustainable Cities (WCSC) annual series aims at providing a constructive
and inclusive platform to enlighten, educate, inspire and encourage
community engagement among the public & private sectors, as well as
community groups and city residents.
Throughout the past eleven (11) WCSC conferences, with the official
endorsement and support of Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL), WCSC has
successfully managed to share, educate, enlighten and create greater
awareness to City Managers, Residents’ Associations, NGO’s,
built-environment industry professionals, academicians and all city
stakeholders on the benefits and challenges faced in our aspirations of
becoming a World Class City. WCSC has continuously engaged with world
renowned experts to showcase some of the best practices and experiences
from cities across the world, and to provide an opportunity for conference
participants to learn and understand the efforts made within our own nation
to make Kuala Lumpur City, a World Class City.

DAY 1

27 SEPTEMBER
MONDAY

DAY 2

28 SEPTEMBER
TUESDAY

SESSION 1

OPENING CEREMONY & LAUNCHING

SESSION 3

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

10:30AM - 10:50AM

WELCOME REMARKS

09:00AM - 09:30AM

KEYNOTE 3: Walkable Cities

10:50AM - 11:20AM

OFFICIATING CEREMONY

09:30AM - 10:00AM

KEYNOTE 4: Low Carbon and Green
Campus Initiatives in Universiti Malaya

SESSION 2
01:20PM - 02:00PM

Mr. Lee Han Rick
Chairman WCSC 2021

YB Dato’ Seri Dr. Shahidan Kassim
FT Minister

SUB-THEME: URBAN MOBILITY
KEYNOTE 1: National Low Carbon City
Masterplan

YBhg. Dato’ Seri Ir. Dr. Zaini Ujang
Secretary General of Ministry of Environment and Water
(KASA)

02:00PM - 02:30PM

KEYNOTE 2: KL Low Carbon Society Blueprint

02:30PM - 03:00PM

PAPER 1: Share the Road Programme – Why
Does Sharing the road Matter?

03:00PM - 03:30PM

04:00PM - 04:40PM

Professor Dato' Ir. Ar. Dr. Mohd Hamdi Abd Shukor
Vice Chancellor Universiti Malaya

SESSION 4

SUB-THEME: URBAN
ENVIRONMENT/GREENERY

10:00AM - 10:30AM

PAPER 1: Sustainable Master Planning

10:30AM - 11:00AM

PAPER 2: Planning and Design of the City
For Climate Mitigation

PAPER 2: Sustainable Urban Mobility
Esben Neander Kristensen
Gehl Architects / Cycling Embassy of Denmark

11:00AM - 11:40PM

PANEL DISCUSSION

SESSION 5

SUB-THEME: LOW CARBON
BUILDING

02:00PM - 02:30PM

PAPER 1: Green Our City Strategic Action

02:30PM - 03:00PM

PAPER 2: High Density Green Buildings –
is this the solution for Urban Areas?

PANEL DISCUSSION

Moderated by Datin TPr Hjh Noraida Saludin
President, Malaysian Institute of Planners

Andy Bow
Foster + Partners

Aisa Tobing
Deputy Secretary General of CityNet

Datuk TPr Sulaiman bin Mohamed
Executive Director (Planning), DBKL

Carly Gilbert-Patrick
United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP)

David Sim,
Partner at Gehl

Moderated by Mr. Chan Kin Meng
Chairman of REHDA (KL)

Plan 2017 – 2021 : Vertical Rooftop Greening in Melbourne
City of Melbourne

Ar Serina Hijjas
Hijjas Architects & Planners

03:00PM - 03:30PM

PANEL DISCUSSION

03:30PM - 04:10PM

WAY FORWARD

Moderated by Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail
President, Malaysia Institute of Architects

Datin TPr Hajah Noraida Saludin
President, Malaysian Institute of Planners

DISCLAIMER :
* The organizer reserves the right to make changes to the event program. If necessary, changes
may be made to its content, method and organization before or during the event, insofar as these
changes do not substantially diminish the described benefits of the event for the participant.
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DAVID SIM

Partner, Creative Director Architect SAR/MSA, M. ARCH

PROFESSOR DATO' IR. AR. DR.
MOHD. HAMDI ABD. SHUKOR
Vice Chancellor Universiti Malaya

Professor Dato' Ir. Dr. Mohd. Hamdi Abd. Shukor was born in 1971 and
raised in Muar, Johor. He holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical)
degree from the Imperial College, London, England; a Master of
Science degree in Advanced Manufacturing and Management
Technology from the University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology, United Kingdom; and a Doctor of Engineering degree from
Kyoto University, Japan.
His academic career commenced in 1995 in Universiti Malaya (UM) as
a tutor and he later became a lecturer in the Department of Engineering
Design and Manufacture in 1997. He was then appointed as the Head,
Department of Engineering Design and Manufacture (2003-2006). He
was promoted to Associate Professor in 2006 and then served as a full
Professor in 2010. He was also the former Dean, Faculty of
Engineering, UM (2009-2011) and the former Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Academic and International), UM (2011-2014). On top of that, his
service and expertise are also recognised internationally. He was a
Visiting Professor at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in
2015-2016.
His astounding academic excellence as well as his remarkable
leadership quality have made him a natural fit to helm Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia as its Vice-Chancellor in 2019 and in November
2020, he assumes the role of leading Universiti Malaya as the 13th
Vice-Chancellor.

David Sim is an urbanist and an optimist. He is creative problem-solver
who believes passionately in the potential of people and their places.
Whether it’s a sprawling metropolis or an isolated village, a plan or a
process, David uses his detective-like skills to get to the core of the
challenge and his seemingly endless artistic energy to find appropriate
solutions.
A childhood playing only with Lego gave David notions of architecture
and Danish- ness. He first heard Jan Gehl’s lectures as a 19-year-old
architecture student at Edinburgh College of Art in his native Scotland,
an experience that changed his life, taking him to Scandinavia and a
lifetime of service, devoted to making better places for people.
Balancing his own considerable personal know-how with a reverence
for the professional and personal experience of others, David’s main
activities include developing Masterplanning Frameworks and urban
design, applying Jan Gehl’s theories to all scales of projects on all five
continents. David’s recent work includes the Central City Recovery
Plan for Christchurch, New Zealand after the devastating earthquake of
2011 and the plan for An Camas Mòr in the Scottish Highlands, the first
new town to be given planning permission in a national park.
Comfortably switching languages mid- sentence, David is natural
communicator, eager to share his knowledge with others. He has
taught at architecture and design schools all over the world. His work
changing the way architecture is taught at Lund University in Sweden
led to a number of awards and distinctions.

MRS. CARLY GILBERT-PATRICK

ESBEN NEANDER KRISTENSEN

Carly manages the UNEP team for Active Mobility, Digitalisation and
Mode Integration working with countries around the world to decouple
mobility from increasing emissions.

Esben Neander Kristensen is passionate about understanding and
fostering high quality and inviting places, districts and cities. Esben’s
work revolves around linking the Gehl toolbox of discovery, analysis
and mapping together with people-centered design for public spaces,
master planning frameworks and urban strategies.

Team Leader - Active Mobility, Digitalisation and Mode Integration
UNEP

Carly has been working in the field of sustainable mobility for almost
fifteen years in the areas of active mobility, road safety, bus rapid
transit, congestion charging, low emission zones, bike share systems
and digitalisation.
Prior to her time with UN Environment Carly was the Programme
Manager for the UN-Habitat Sustainable Transport for East African
Cities Programme supported by the Global Environment Fund.
Working with city leaders in Nairobi, Addis Ababa and Kampala to plan
for implementation of bus rapid transit systems.
Before moving to Kenya, Carly worked for Transport for London
supporting design, implementation and launch of the London Cycle
Hire Scheme and the London Low Emission Zone.
Carly holds a Masters in Business Administration with an elective in
management. She also holds the UK Association of Project
Management Professional Qualification (APMPQ).
Carly is also a Council member of the World Economic Forum Future
Council on Mobility and a Board Member of the Flone Initiative.

David Sim is Creative Director at Gehl and he can’t wait to start the next
project.

Gehl Architects / Cycling, Embassy of Denmark

Every Gehl project has the unique potential to add value to the public
realm and the clients and collaborators that we work with, through the
identification of key questions, potential, and a key vision. Esben’s
focus is to create a foundation for strategic decision-making by
facilitating an exciting and curiosity-filled collaboration with clients,
partners and stakeholders. A key goal is to establish and strengthen
spaces at a human scale that foster interaction and diversity of use and
users. The act of thinking sustainably is an inherent quality that runs
through Esben’s work and translates into the flexible, resilient,
equitable and intelligent usage of spatial resources.
Esben has been responsible for numerous strategy and design projects
in Europe, Latin America and North America. He puts great effort into
working closely with local partners and understanding the site-specific
potential offered by the local context, climate and culture. In addition,
Esben has headed several development and research projects,
including development frameworks, modeling programs, feasibility
studies, urban and campus strategies.
Esben joined Gehl in January 2014 with past work experience spanning
the fields of urban design, as well as building architecture and interior
design for learning, culture, work and health care spaces in Northern
Europe and Australia. Esben has a Master’s Degree in Architecture
from The Royal Academy of Arts School of Architecture in Copenhagen
and RMIT University in Melbourne.

In the aspect of research, Dato’ Mohd. Hamdi founded and has served
as the Head of the Centre of Advanced Manufacturing and Material
Processing (AMMP) and Centre for Research in Industry 4.0 (CRI4.0)
in UM. In addition to producing more than 160 impactful publications in
journals indexed by the Web of Science, he also has recorded a
h-index of 33 with total citation of over 3850.
Throughout his career as an academician, he has mentored more than
150 postgraduate candidates particularly in the field of advanced
manufacturing research and material processing. To date, he has
supervised a total of 66 doctoral candidates.
Dato'
Mohd.
Hamdi's
achievements,
especially
in
the
commercialisation of research activities, were truly proven when he
was awarded the Universiti Malaya Excellence Award for two
consecutive years i.e. on 2012 and 2013. In recognition of his
outstanding service and contribution, Dato' Mohd. Hamdi was
conferred the Darjah Johan Mangku Negara (J.M.N.) by KDYMM Seri
Paduka Baginda Yang di-Pertuan Agong in 2019 and also Darjah Dato’
Paduka Negeri Sembilan (D.P.N.S.), which carries the title of Dato' by
DYMM Yang di-Pertuan Besar Negeri Sembilan in 2020.

AISA TOBING

Senior Adviser to the Governor of Jakarta, Deputy Secretary General,
CityNet

ANDY BOW
Foster + Partners

Dr. Andy Bow was born in Edinburgh and studied Architecture at the
Mackintosh School of Architecture in Glasgow. He joined
Foster+Partners in 1996, became a project directorin 1997 and was
promoted to senior partner in 2006. In his 20 years with the practice he
has worked on buildings and masterplans in 32 different countries.
Recent projects have included the Old Port in Marseille, the Museum of
Roman Antiquities in Narbonne and the Ilham Baru Tower in Kuala
Lumpur.
Throughtout his career at Foster+Partners he has worked on many of
the office’s London projects including Trafalgar Square, City Hall, the
Milennium Bridge, Albion Riverside and currently the Battersea Power
Station project, working alongside Gehry Partners.

Ms. Tobing is a City Planner and Senior Advisor to the Governor at the
Jakarta Research Council since 2013. She has been appointed as the
Chairman of the Climate Change Task Force for Jakarta and serves as
Special Staff for Urban and Environmental Management particularly
focused on low carbon city programs. Since 2007, she has been
involved and active in several international network and organizations,
such CityNet in Asia Pacific and C40 Climate Leadership Group.
Aisa has been working in the public sector for Jakarta Capital City
Government. During this time, she had been appointed to lead several
agencies within the administration, including serving as the Director of
the International Cooperation Bureau, the Director of Information
Technology and Communication Management Office, Head of
Environmental Management and Head of the Government Affairs
Division on the Planning Board.
Aisa obtained her bachelor’s degree in Regional and City Planning from
Bandung Institute of Technology and her master’s degree in
International Development and Appropriate Technology from the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, USA. She completed her
doctoral degree in the University of Indonesia with her research,
“Spatial Planning Model and the Climate Mitigation Strategy Toward a
Sustainable Low Carbon City”.

AR SERINA HIJJAS

Hijjas Architects & Planners, Malaysia
Serina Hijjas is director of Hijjas Kasturi Associates and has more than
twenty years of experience in architectural planning and design. After
graduating from The Bartlett School of Architecture and The University
of Sydney, Hijjas joined Foster + Partners in London for a three-year
stint before returning to Malaysia. Her work includes the Securities
Commission Headquarters Building, Telekom Malaysia Headquarters,
Shell Tower and the Malaysian Expo Pavilion 2015.

